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Details of Visit:

Author: NIK
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 29 Mar 2010 7pm
Duration of Visit: 30 min
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

Well established and reported parlour.

The Lady:

Tall blonde. Beautiful tits. Early to mid twenties.

The Story:

Well I'm not really into parlours these days and this was a last minute decision owing to a planned
punt falling through as detailed elsewhere. My first punt with anyone other than Nicoletta for six
months, the longest I've only seen one wg since I started punting many years ago.
By this time the only options of Sheffield parlours that I knew about (ie that were in my phone) were
GFE and Dipolmat, the other three being either closed or closing. I also dislike going without
perusing the web sites beforehand, although the Diplomat website tells you nothing as it isn't
updated like GFE.
I phoned Diplomat, and as ever there were a veritable galaxy of girls on, about 5 or 6 I think, but as
ever with this place the descriptions of services were completely vague.
So I decided on GFE. Of the three girls on all were available and I decided on Emily.
She proved to be a good choice. A Polish girl with excellent English she gave me a very erotic body
to body massage, taking the lead and becoming quite dominant which I didn't mind. I found her very
erotic. OWO was brief and kissing which I subsequently found was available in other reports wasn't
forthcoming. I also didn't get the chance to suck on those gorgeous tits. However as I say she still
provided a very satisfying and erotic service. One or two of her other reports which I saw afterwards
suggest she isn't experienced. On the contrary I found her to be very aware of what she was doing
and good at it.
I wasn't really up for sex but came with her giving me a very intense bout of face sitting, something
that always turns me on.
A very satisfactory encounter after the earlier disappointment.
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